Charge Transfer from n-Doped Nanocrystals: Mimicking Intermediate Events in Multielectron Photocatalysis.
In multielectron photocatalytic reactions, an absorbed photon triggers charge transfer from the light-harvester to the attached catalyst, leaving behind a charge of the opposite sign in the light-harvester. If this charge is not scavenged before the absorption of the following photons, photoexcitation generates not neutral but charged excitons from which the extraction of charges should become more difficult. This is potentially an efficiency-limiting intermediate event in multielectron photocatalysis. To study the charge dynamics in this event, we doped CdS nanocrystal quantum dots (QDs) with an extra electron and measured hole transfer from n-doped QDs to attached acceptors. We find that the Auger decay of charged excitons lowers the charge separation yield to 68.6% from 98.4% for neutral excitons. In addition, the hole transfer rate in the presence of two electrons (1290 ps) is slower than that in the presence one electron (776 ps), and the recombination rate of charge separated states is about 2 times faster in the former case. This model study provides important insights into possible efficiency-limiting intermediate events involved in photocatalysis.